The Nova GUI contains the following windows: A. runtime specification panel; B. NovaScript control console; C: hierarchical list of model capsules; D: canvas where modules are constructed using icons; E. optional floating window with captured NovaScript code; F. dashboard that displays controls, graphs, tables and visualization plugins; G: buttons to activate floating Component, Plugins, and Code Chips pallets; H. simulation specification windows; J. buttons to Capture, Load, and Execute the code, and to initialize, Run, or Step through the simulation.
If a capsule computes a change in the state of an individual, then a set of capsules can be managed using one of Nova's aggregators, such as an agent-vector aggregator or a simworld aggregator that links sets of agents with sets of cells topologically organized as an array (rectangular or hexagonal), as depicted in Fig. 1 organized into a network specified using a non-negative connectance matrix: if the ij th entry is positive then the i th and j th cells are connected, either bidirectionally when the ji th entry is also positive or directionally if the latter is zero. Further, when required, the magnitude of these entries represent the strengths of connections. Instances of capsules, called chips, may appear in other capsules, where the functionality of a chip is that of the model it encapsulates. Capsules exist as individual entities that can be imported and exported, so that they may be reused when needed in other modules or models.
Computational instructions in the form of equation, or code in "code chips", are specified in dialogue boxes that are opened when right clicking on flow icons (equations) or code chips (computational instructions). These instructions follow JavaScript syntax and protocols. When all graphical elements have been appropriately hooked together, clicking the Capture and Load buttons on the Nova graphical user interface (see Figure S2 Text) results in the creation of a runable NovaScript program. NovaScript is an extension of the JavaScript language that executes once the Exec button is clicked.
